
Fresher’s Science Challenge
BIOLOGY BUILD MODEL LUNGS What you will need METHOD

 Top part of an empty 2 litre 

plastic drink bottle.

 Scissors 

 Balloon

 Elastic band

 Masking tape

 30cm diameter circle bin 

liner 

1. Push the balloon through the top of the 

bottle. Then stretch the end of the 

balloon over the bottle neck to hold it 

in place. 

2. Fold the circle of bin liner in half twice, 

so that it makes a quarter shape. Then 

wrap the masking tape around the 

pointed end, to make the handle. 

3. Open up the bin liner shape to make a 

cone, and put this over the cut end of 

the bottle. Secure it with a band. 

4. Push and pull on the handle.

What happens to the balloon? How is this 

similar to our lungs? If you don’t move the 

sheet what happens to the lungs? Find out 

what part moves in our body to change the 
size of the lungs. 



CHEMISTRY Make Red Cabbage 

indicator 

 red cabbage 

 blender or knife 

 boiling water

 glass bowl. 

 Sieve. 

 3 plastic cups preferably 

clear

 Lemon juice 

 Soapy water 

 Tap water 

 Any other clear liquid you 

want to test.

1. Chop the cabbage into small pieces until 

you have about 1/2 s cup of chopped cabbage. 

Place the cabbage in a large glass container 

and add boiling water to cover the cabbage. 

Allow at least ten minutes for the colour to 

leach out of the cabbage. (Alternatively, you 

can place about 1/2 cup of cabbage in a 

blender, cover it with boiling water, and blend 

it.) 

2.    Sieve out the plant material to obtain a 

red-purple-bluish coloured liquid in a cup.  

3.    Add your indicator to various household 

solutions.

4.    Put a small amount of lemon juice or 

clear vinegar in one clear cup, soapy water in 

another, tap water in a third. Try to use clear 

solutions. 

5.  Note down the colour of your indicator in 

each solution.

Find out why the red cabbage 

indicator changes colour ?

PHYSICS Design a boat 

You will need to design a boat to carry 

the maximum number of passengers 

with the materials listed. 

 Plasticine

 Dried peas/beans/small pebbles

 Container eg butter carton of 

water 

1. first roll the plasticine into a ball and 

put it into the water. What happens? 

2. Now see if they can get it to float. 

Once you have it floating can they 

get it to take some ‘passengers’ 

(dried peas)?

3. Can they alter the shape so that the 

boat will take more ‘passengers’ 

before it sinks?

What forces are acting on the boat to 

keep it afloat?


